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I would like to
 Book an Appointment
Straighten my Teeth
Replace Missing Teeth
Fix my Worn Teeth
Fix Gaps Between my Teeth
Replace my Dentures
Fix my Chipped Teeth
Fix my Broken Teeth
Have Whiter Teeth
Fix my Crooked Teeth
Have a Perfect Smile
Replace my Crowns
Replace my Veneers
Replace my Silver Fillings
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I consent to my data being used in accordance to the Privacy Policy.


I consent to my personal data being collected and stored for the purpose of marketing communications.
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REVIEWS
“Today I completed my treatment and I couldn't be more grateful to the team...”
Jindi - Google Review
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“Absolutely delighted with my new teeth! Have been so self conscious of my front...”
A Gailey - Google Review
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“I have just finished my treatment of aligners, whitening and composite bonding with Sutton...”
S Hurst - Google Review
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“Just finished with my braces treatment 2 weeks ago and I wasn’t happy with...”
O Habiba - Google Review
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“I just got back from my appointment with Sutton aesthetics. I cannot express the...”
S Choudhury - Google Review
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“I had my treatment completed today from the team at Sutton aesthetics dentist and...”
R Barker - Google Review
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“I had an appointment here today after many years of not going to the...”
A Owens - Google Review
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“Initially came on personal recommendation- subsequently from satisfaction with treatment.”
Anonymous
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“First class service.”
Anonymous
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“Professional but friendly service.”
Anonymous
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“A friendly and caring dentist- nothing is too much trouble.”
Anonymous
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“Friendly service, pain-free treatment, good advice, easily available appointments, emergency service is good.”
Anonymous
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“Familiarity- good service-ability to get quick response.”
Anonymous
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“Professional and competent treatment. Trustworthy and caring.”
Anonymous
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“Pleasant people and surroundings and no pain!!!!”
Anonymous
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““Hygienists, consistency and professionalism.”
Anonymous
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“Friendly people-efficient service.”
Anonymous
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“I have been to many dentists in my life, and for the first time...”
Anonymous
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“Friendly atmosphere and a well-presented establishment, both clean and relaxing, Mr Cotgreave seems very...”
Anonymous
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“I would like to say that I have a very high regard for your...”
Anonymous
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“The friendly staff. The emphasis on the health of the teeth and the proactive...”
Anonymous
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“I have always been dealt with in a very professional and caring way- I...”
Anonymous
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View testimonials
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General Dentistry
Whatever their age and needs.

Learn More
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Cosmetic Dentistry
Discreet cosmetic dental treatments.

Learn More
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Teeth Straightening
Digital teeth straightening with Invisalign®.

Learn More
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Dental Implants
Talk to us about dental implants.

Learn More
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Facial Aesthetics
Enhancing your appearance – naturally.

Learn More





More Treatments
TRANSFORMATIONS
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Smile Gallery
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            Jindi21:44 19 Jan 22
                                Today I completed my treatment and I couldn't be more grateful to the team at Sutton Aesthetic Dentistry, I am so so happy with the outcome! I was kept fully informed during the whole process and was fully aware of what to expect. I was originally quoted 12 months with a fixed brace but managed to get them off in just 8 months, did a months worth of whitening treatment AND bonding and it still hasn't even been a full year! Michelle at reception was just lovely and was very welcoming at every visit! Thank you so much Dr Afzal for giving me my dream smile!!!!
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            Angelique Gailey17:27 14 Oct 21
                                Absolutely delighted with my new teeth! Have been so self conscious of my front top teeth for years and finally was able to get them done. The whole experience was great and would recommend to anyone. Dr Afzal is realistic and will tell you exactly what can be done. Done an absolutely amazing job! Receptionists and nurses are lovely also. It’s been a month now and still over the moon. So glad I chose Sutton Aesthetic Dentistry!! Thank you so much!
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            Marie Armstrong11:07 04 Oct 21
                                I come here after having invisalign at another dentist and was not happy with the end results. After one treatment my teeth looked slightly higher better. The staff are really friendly and knowledgeable- would highly recommend xx
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            Sophie Hurst19:47 03 Aug 21
                                I have just finished my treatment of aligners, whitening and composite bonding with Sutton Aesthetic Dentistry (9 months in total) I am over the moon with my results!The process from start to finish was quick and easy. I was able to have a consultation within about 4 weeks of enquiring and from the point of agreeing my treatments everything was really smooth and I felt comfortable and informed when making my final decisions.The cost overall was really good for the work I had done and also in comparison to quotes I had received elsewhere.Overall I am thrilled, I would recommend this dentist and I will continue to be a patient going forward.I cannot thank the team enough!
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            Mandy Simpson13:03 31 May 21
                                Great service. Friendly and helpful staff. Really pleased with the work carried out and highly recommend.
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[image: 💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening🖍 Composite Edge Bonding 6 teeth  ⏱ Time for treatment - 1.5hrs💰 Cost - see price list on highlights  📍 Location: Birmingham. B72 1QY📩 Message: Book via link on Bio]  








[image: 😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -6 Composite Veneers⏱ Time taken : 2 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  








[image: 😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -4 teeth Composite Veneers⏱ Time taken : 1.5 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  








[image: 💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 Composite Edge Bonding 6 teeth  ⏱ Time for treatment - 1.5hrs  📍 Location: Birmingham 📩 Message: via DM or Book via link on Bio]  







.
😁 Treatment: 3 Steps

[image: . 😁 Treatment: 3 Steps 😬 ALIGN - Clear Brace 💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -6 Composite Edge Bonding📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Booking Consultation: use the linkhttps://tinyurl.com/58p743ba#Invisalign #smiletransformation #compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  







This patient was referred to me, and presented wit
[image: This patient was referred to me, and presented with a one veneer on her upper left front tooth. We replace this and made a set of upper veneers to match and provide her a smile makeover.😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 SMILE MAKEOVER- Porcelain Veneers⏱ Time taken : 3 Visits , start to end 6 weeks📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#porcelainveneers #emaxveneers #veneers #newsmile #smilegoals #perfectsmile #pearlywhites #ceramicveneers #emax #smilemakeover #smiletransformation #beauty #perfection #makeover #transformation #birminghamdentist]  







Truly enjoyable case and life changing results ..

[image: Truly enjoyable case and life changing results ..😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 SMILE MAKEOVER- Porcelain Veneers and Fixed Bridge⏱ Time taken : 2 Visits , start to end 6 weeks📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#porcelainveneers #emaxveneers #veneers #newsmile #smilegoals #perfectsmile #pearlywhites #ceramicveneers #emax #smilemakeover #smiletransformation #beauty #perfection #makeover #transformation #birminghamdentist]  







Results from composite bonding do not get much bet
[image: Results from composite bonding do not get much better then this. Patient was blown away with new smile 🔥😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -  6 Composite Veneers⏱ Time taken : 2hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultation with thr link belowhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  







Small composite additions to enhance a smile.#c


	                    [image: Small composite additions to enhance a smile.#cosmeticdentistbirmingham #cosmeticdentistry #compositebonding #cosmeticdentist #suttoncoldfield #smilemakeover #smile #dentist #dentalbonding]  







A very common request is can you close the gaps be
[image: A very common request is can you close the gaps between my teeth. The technical term is embrasure, and to narrow the embrasure composite bonding can be used. Here we carried out 4 weeks of overnight whitening and 6 teeth composite bonding.#Cosmetic #CosmeticDentist #TeethWhitening #smile #smilemakeover #teeth #health #beauty #bonding #composite #veneers #dental #compositebonding #compositeveneers]  







Life changing.Development causes here resulted i


	                    [image: Life changing.Development causes here resulted in the enamel being pitted and discoloured from childhood.Combination of replacing crowns and placing veneers gives this patient a new smile to be proud of.#porcelainveneers #smilemakeover #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentist #lifegoals #mua #newsmile #birminghamdentist #suttoncoldfield  #birmingham]  







4 Composite Veneers placed freehand placement = On
[image: 4 Composite Veneers placed freehand placement = One super happy dentist and Patient.✅ No injections ✅ Minimal Tooth adjustment ✅ Completed in one 2 hour visit ✅ Space closed with composite ✅ Dentist with > 17 years experience❌ No fake looking composite veneers ❌ No Braces or Aligners used here ❌ No long wait to be seen📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile #suttoncoldfielddentist #cosmeticdentistry #compositebonding]  







Patient issues to start :1) Old composite staine
[image: Patient issues to start :1) Old composite stained and too visible 2) Spaces between teeth 3) Shapes of teeth 4) Shade of teeth2 steps to treat issues above1) 28 nights of Whitening 2) Reove and replace old composite and create more natural shapes, close spaces.⏱ Time taken : 2 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Booking: book a consultation with the online booking link belowhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  







Last one of the week, super happy with the end res
[image: Last one of the week, super happy with the end result, 6 composite veneers in 1.5hrs to create a new smile.😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -6 teeth Composite Veneers⏱ Time taken : 1.5 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  







Simple Clean and Effective, 6 teeth composite bond
[image: Simple Clean and Effective, 6 teeth composite bonding😁 Treatment: 2 Steps  💎 BRIGHTEN - Whitening 🖍 CONTOUR -6 teeth Composite Bonding⏱ Time taken : 1.5 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: via DM or book a consultationhttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  







😁 Treatment:
🖍 CONTOUR - 8 Co
[image: 😁 Treatment: 🖍 CONTOUR - 8 Composite Veneers⏱ Time taken : 2.5 hrs one visit📍 Location: Birmingham📩 Message: book a consultation via booking link on biohttps://sutton-aesthetic-dentistry.dentr.net/treatments#compositebonding #smilemakeover #toothwhitening #cosmeticdentistry #birminghamdentist #cosmeticdentist #cosmeticdentistbirmingham #dentalbonding #dentist #smile]  
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